Love folk

Turn this season’s fabrics into
Amanda Walker’s sweet Christmas angel
Sta rt wi t h ...

b Fabric: Winter Wonderland,
Dashwood Studio; cotton
jersey, cream
b Felt: red; self-adhesive, white
b Buttons, small
b Ribbon, red satin
b Fusible webbing
b Toy filling
b Wool, pale yellow
b Sewing machine
Find the templates on
our pattern pages

Cutting guide:
From cotton jersey: one pair
of body and head pieces and
one pair of legs.
For the clothes: from red
felt, one jacket and two hat
pieces. From patterned
fabric: skirt, 54cm x 18cm;
two pairs of back bodice and
one pair of front bodice.
For the wings and heart
stick white felt to the wrong
side of the remaining
patterned fabric and cut out
the shapes

Make The Doll

1 together, stay-stitch across
Before sewing the pieces

the base of the two body pieces,
head and top of the legs; this will
stop the fabric from stretching
and keep the waist nice and trim.
Sew the leg pieces together;
down one side and up both
legs to the opposite side. Clip the
curved seam allowance between
the legs and turn to the right side.
Stuff each one with filling, taking
care not to distort the shape.
Stitch the body and head
pieces starting from the
base on one side, up around
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the arms, the neck and head,
then down the opposite side.
Clip under the arms and up
into the curve of the neck on
both sides. Turn to the right
side and stuff. Stitch the body
and legs together. Turn in the
raw edges along the stay
stitching lines, then hand slip
stitch the two together.
To make the hair, plait
together six lengths of yarn
to 23cm. Hand stitch in place
over the head seam. Add
ribbons to finish. Stitch a tiny
‘V’ for the mouth and two blue
dashes for eyes.
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Angel Clothes

1 match the shoulder seams of
To make the dress, first

the front and back bodice
together and stitch. Repeat on
the remaining front and back
pieces. With the right sides of
the two bodices facing each
other, match the necks and back
opening and stitch together. Clip
around the neck, turn to the
right side and iron flat. Stitch
down both side seams through

the layer; the neck edge has
been neatened, leaving the
armholes raw as they will be
covered by the jacket.
To make the skirt, use
webbing to fix a 2.5cm hem
along one of the long edges of
the fabric rectangle. Make a row
of gathering stitches on the
opposite long edge. Gather
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the fabric to fit the base of the
bodice by pulling up the threads.
Pin the skirt and bodice
together, then stitch in place.
Match the back seam of the skirt
and stitch not quite all the way,
leaving 2cm free at the waist of
the skirt. Place the dress on the
body. Stitch the back neck of the
bodice to fasten.

Sew Easy
We’re loving the
award-winning Janome
525S - it’s the perfect
introduction to machine
stitching. The model
has a well-balanced
range of stitches and
features ideal for
beginners as well as
those with experience. The machine can handle all
types of fabrics and the jam-proof drop in bobbin
system ensures smooth trouble-free stitching. The
stitch selection is by dial. Just choose the letter which
matches the stitch and start sewing - it’s as easy as
that! The automatic one-step buttonhole produces
perfect buttonholes, whilst the automatic needle
threader makes fiddly threading a thing of the past.
For more details and stockists, visit janome.co.uk

Crafts Beautiful Promotion

3 underarm seams as indicated

To make the jacket, stitch two

on the pattern piece. Turn the
jacket sleeves to the right side,
turn over the curved edge, this
will become the collar, then place
on the angel. To fasten the jacket,
wrap the front edges over each
other and stitch a button through
both layers.
Place two pieces of felt
together for the hat and stitch
two cuff areas on the hat as
indicated on the pattern. Clip into
the top of two seams and turn the
hat to the other side; tease out the
seam allowance at the top of the
cuff seams. Stitch around the
curve. Turn out the fabric and
fold up the cuff, then attach a
button for decoration. Stitch the
hat in place.
Stitch the wings to the back of
the jacket. Attach a hanging
loop to the top of the heart and
place between the hands, then
stitch together. Add ribbon for
decoration. CB
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Shopping
List

Tip

TO GIVE THE WINGS MORE
MOVEMENT, PLACE FINE
WIRE BETWEEN THE FELT
AND FABRIC SO
THEY CAN BE BENT
INTO SHAPE

Fabric, Dashwood Studio,
dashwoodstudio.com

Cream coloured jersey
fabric, myriadonline.co.uk

“This project only needs
small pieces of fabric, so
a patchwork fat quarter
will give you a nice choice
of patterns to play with”
Amanda Walker, Designer
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